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Introduction

This military capability (MILCAP) study focuses on special mission aircraft and unmanned systems that may operate from seven Chinese island-reef outposts in the South China Sea (SCS). These SCS MILCAP studies provide a survey of military technologies and systems on Chinese-claimed island-reefs in the Spratly Islands, approximately 1,300 kilometers (700 nautical miles) south of Hong Kong (see Figure 1). These Chinese outposts have become significant People’s Liberation Army (PLA) bases that will enhance future Chinese military operations in the SCS, an area where Beijing has disputed territorial claims (see Appendix B). The SCS MILCAP series highlights a PLA informationized warfare strategy to gain and maintain information control in a military conflict.

The PLA operates a variety of special mission aircraft and unmanned systems that may be deployed to China’s SCS outposts. Diverse surveillance and communications platforms will be employed in conjunction with other island-reef and ship-based information power capabilities to enhance PLA battlespace awareness. Airborne platforms in particular are key information superiority force multipliers. Operating special mission aircraft and unmanned systems from the SCS outposts during or prior to a conflict gain the PLA space and time—greater on-station time in Southeast Asian waters at ranges impossible to reach from mainland Chinese bases. Overview graphics of all capabilities noted on major outposts appear in Appendix C.
SCS Island-Reef Airfield Infrastructure

The PLA developed substantial infrastructure to support aircraft operations from its SCS island-reefs. Fiery Cross and Subi Reefs each feature 3,000-meter (9,842-foot) runways. Mischief Reef features a 2,700-meter (8,858-foot) runway (see Figure 2). These long runways and large aircraft hangers on the island-reefs can support any aircraft in the PLA inventory. News reports often speculate that such long runways were constructed to support PLA bomber aircraft. Using the island-reef outposts as a refueling point to extend bomber range is a distinct possibility.

Figure 2. Airfields, Hangers, and Large Aircraft Parking

Stationing aircraft that support China’s information-centric warfare strategy on the island-reefs is a more likely use of limited large aircraft support infrastructure. The PLA will probably dedicate island-reef resources to aircraft capable of command, control, and communications (C3); intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR); or electronic warfare, commonly called special mission aircraft. In keeping with China’s informationized warfare strategy, these platforms represent the most important capabilities in an SCS conflict in which the PLA will seek to achieve battlespace information control. C3 and ISR aircraft operating from the island-reefs are more responsive and enjoy three to four hours more on-station time in the SCS over special mission aircraft launched from the Chinese mainland.

Space for large aircraft is very limited on the major Chinese island-reefs. An analysis of taxi lines, parking areas, and hangars indicates that there is ramp parking for three to four Y-8 or Y-9 sized aircraft, either transports or special mission aircraft described in subsequent sections. There are also parking lines for one very large Y-20 or IL-76-sized aircraft on Mischief and Fiery Cross Reefs. Each island-reef airfield has four or five large hangars that could accommodate a mix of special mission aircraft, transports, or bombers. PLA H-6 bombers could occupy any of the ramp or hangar spaces because the bombers are smaller than either Y-8 or Y-9 aircraft (see Figure 3).
The Chinese outposts’ runways can also accommodate any unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) currently in the PLA inventory or under development. Chinese UAV systems are marketed for export with UAV command and control systems (CCS) that house UAV flight controls, intelligence processing systems, line-of-sight (LOS) communications, and satellite communications (SATCOM).¹ As of mid-2020, deployed UAVs had not been seen in commercial satellite imagery of SCS airfields. However, the PLA outposts may have C3 systems in place to support UAV operations. Objects that appear very similar to UAV CCS vans are located adjacent to each island-reef airfield operations building (see Figure 4).

¹ For example, “无人机通用指挥控制系统” [UAV Universal Command and Control System], trade brochure (中国航空工业集团公司 [Aviation Industry Corporation of China, Ltd.], 2018), 2.
Special Mission Aircraft

Special mission aircraft are aircraft with specialized roles that include airborne early warning and control (AEW&C), sometimes called an airborne warning and control system (AWACS); signals intelligence/electronic intelligence (SIGINT/ELINT); or electronic attack (EA) (i.e., jamming). Anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and maritime patrol (MARPAT) aircraft also have C3/ISR functions but may have a more direct combat role in delivering weapons against submarines or surface ships. Dedicated search and rescue (SAR) aircraft and aerial refueling aircraft (i.e., tankers) may also be considered special mission aircraft.

The PLA Air Force (PLAAF) and the PLA Navy's air arm, the PLA Naval Air Force (PLANAF), operate a number of special mission aircraft. Most older Chinese special mission aircraft are based on the Y-8, a copy of the Russian An-12 transport. Newer special mission aircraft are based on the Chinese-designed Y-9 transport. As of 2020, there are about half a dozen Y-9 special mission variants; many Y-8 variants are being...

---

2 Y is for 运 (Yùn), which means “transport.”
phased out. The Shaanxi Aircraft Corporation (SAC) reportedly has been mass producing Y-9 special mission aircraft for the PLA over the past several years.³

The Y-9 airframe offers significant improvements over its predecessor, including a 60 percent range increase. The Y-8 has a nominal range of 3,100 kilometers (~1,700 nautical miles), while the Y-9 has a reported range of over 5,000 kilometers (~2,700 nautical miles).⁴ At cruising speeds, ranges translate to a mission endurance of just under six hours for legacy Y-8 airframes and over ten hours for Y-9s. In August 2020, Chinese state television revealed an experimental Y-9/KJ-500 with a refueling probe.⁵ In-flight refueling could significantly extend a Y-9 special mission aircraft’s range and on-station time. There is speculation the Y-20 large transport aircraft may be adapted for specialized roles such as aerial refueling (see Figure 5).⁶

![Figure 5. Y-20 Heavy Lift Transport Aircraft](JHU/APL Photo)

Official and non-official sources refer to Chinese special mission aircraft in several different ways. The PLA’s principle AEW&C aircraft, for example, may be called by its PLA system name, the 空警-500 or KJ-500. Chinese aviation enthusiasts and Internet sources may also refer to the KJ-500 by its airframe designation, the Y-9W, or by its project designator, the 高新-10 or GX-10. Project designations based on the prefix “高新” (gāoxīn, GX), meaning “high-tech,” appear to be collectively assigned by
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Chinese aviation enthusiasts as aircraft appear in photographs for the first time. While there are some inconsistencies in GX designations for special mission aircraft, they are nevertheless useful references when searching for images or reports of new aircraft not yet publically acknowledged by the Chinese military. Active PLA Y-8 and Y-9 special mission aircraft and their associated designators appear in Table 1.

Table 1. PLA Air Force and PLA Naval Air Force Special Mission Aircraft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aircraft Designator</th>
<th>GaoXin Designator</th>
<th>PLA System Designator</th>
<th>Mission</th>
<th>PLA Service Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y-8G</td>
<td>GX-3</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic Attack</td>
<td>PLAAF Being replaced by Y-9G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-9G</td>
<td>GX-11</td>
<td></td>
<td>Electronic Attack</td>
<td>PLAAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-9JB</td>
<td>GX-8</td>
<td></td>
<td>SIGINT/ELINT</td>
<td>PLANAF/PLAAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-9Q</td>
<td>GX-6</td>
<td>KQ-200</td>
<td>ASW/MARPAT</td>
<td>PLANAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-8W</td>
<td>GX-5</td>
<td>KJ-200</td>
<td>AEW&amp;C</td>
<td>PLANAF/PLAAF Being replaced by Y-9W/KJ-500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-9W</td>
<td>GX-10</td>
<td>KJ-500</td>
<td>AEW&amp;C</td>
<td>PLANAF/PLAAF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-8XZ</td>
<td>GX-7</td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychological Warfare</td>
<td>PLAAF Being replaced by Y-9XZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-9XZ</td>
<td>GX-9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Psychological Warfare</td>
<td>PLAAF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The PLANAF operates land-based, fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters, as well as ship-based helicopters. More recently, with the advent of China’s aircraft carrier program, the PLANAF also began operating carrier-based, fixed-wing aircraft. While some PLA Air Force aircraft may operate from the island-reef bases, naval aircraft are more likely candidates for deployments to the SCS. The PLANAF significantly increased its inventory of land-based Y-9 special mission aircraft between 2015 and 2020.

Following the 2016 nation-wide reorganization of the PLA into regionally oriented theaters, the Southern Theater Command became responsible for military operations.

---
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in the SCS. In 2016, the Southern Theater navy component created a new special mission aircraft division.⁸ PLANAF special mission aircraft, including the KJ-500 AEW&C aircraft, the KQ-200 ASW/MARPAT aircraft, and the Y-9JB SIGINT/ELINT aircraft, will likely deploy from this new PLANAF Southern Theater special mission aircraft division to the SCS outposts. Deployments from other PLA theaters (i.e., the Northern Theater or Eastern Theater) may occur during exercises or crises.

The three new types of special mission aircraft—KJ-500, KQ-200 and Y-9JB—and an older PLANAF KJ-200 AEW&C aircraft appeared in a fly-by during China’s 2019 national day parade. The echelon of aircraft were described as a “new type of naval information warfare force.”⁹ In April 2020, KJ-500 AEW&C and KQ-200 ASW/MARPAT aircraft, both likely belonging to the PLANAF, were spotted by commercial satellite imagery at the airfield on Fiery Cross Reef in their first SCS deployment.¹⁰

Airborne Early Warning and Control

The PLANAF introduced its first maritime airborne early warning (AEW) aircraft, the Y-8J, in the late 1990s (see Figure 6).¹¹ By the early 2000s, the PLAAF operated China’s first generation AEW&C aircraft, the large KJ-2000, based on a Russian IL-76 airframe.¹² In the 2010s, both the PLAAF and PLANAF operated the Y-8W AEW&C aircraft, also known as the KJ-200 or GX-5. The KJ-200 features a large SAR, often called a “plank” or “balance beam” radar (see Figure 6).¹³ The Y-8J and KJ-200 are being phased out of the PLANAF and PLAAF inventories, replaced by the third-

⁸ Brendan Mulvaney and Ken Allen, PLA Aerospace Power: A Primer on Trends in China’s Military Air, Space and Missile Forces, 2nd ed. (Montgomery, AL: China Aerospace Studies Institute, Air University, 2020), 34.
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![Image of Y-8J Maritime AEW Aircraft and Y-8W/KJ-200 AEW&C Aircraft](JSDF Photos)

**Figure 6. Y-8J Maritime AEW Aircraft (Left) and Y-8W/KJ-200 AEW&C Aircraft (Right)**

**KJ-500.** The KJ-500, also known as the Y-9W or GX-10, is the primary AEW&C aircraft for the PLAAF and PLANAF (see Figure 7). The PLAAF received its first KJ-500 in 2015.14 “KJ” stands for “空警” (kōng jǐng), meaning “air alert” or “air warning.” According to Chinese state media, the designation for PLANAF KJ-500 aircraft is KJ-500H.15 As of 2020, the PLANAF maintained as many as four KJ-500Hs in the Southern Theater at PLA Navy airfields in Lingshui and Yongzhou Lingling.16

![Image of KJ-500 AEW&C Aircraft](JHU/APL Photo)

**Figure 7. KJ-500 AEW&C Aircraft**

---


15 “H” may be for “海” [hǎi], meaning “sea” or “naval.” Huang and Zhou, “海上巡逻机梯队” [Maritime Patrol Aircraft Echelon].

Figure 8 depicts the external features of the KJ-500. The aircraft has a dorsal-mounted radome that houses three phased array radars, each covering 120 degrees, yielding 360-degree coverage. This array is most likely optimized for air search functions, although a surface search capability cannot be ruled out. A separate surface search radar is probably housed in the KJ-500’s nose cone. Probable ELINT antennae to detect radar signals are located on the left and right sides of the aft fuselage. This housing is identical to that found on the Y-9JB SIGINT/ELINT aircraft. Chinese sources referred to this lateral array as a “radar antenna.”  

While it is possible that this housing could contain an active SAR, Chinese sources sometimes refer to ELINT antennas as “passive radars.”

In addition to the ELINT array, the KJ-500 appears to have electronic support measure (ESM) antennae surrounding the aircraft that may provide threat radar warning from all directions. The KJ-500 features probable tail and wing-tip mounted...
ESM antennae, again identical to the Y-9JB SIGINT/ELINT aircraft. There is also a protrusion above the nose cone assessed to be a forward-looking ESM antenna.19

To fulfill its airborne control mission, the KJ-500 bristles with communications antennae. A SATCOM antenna dome is mounted atop the radar. Two high-frequency (HF) antennae are strung between the tail and the fuselage. As many as eighteen very-high frequency (VHF) or ultra-high frequency (UHF) blade antennae are mounted above and below the fuselage. These antennae likely support multiple channels of voice communications as well as datalinks. For additional information on PLA data links, see the SCS MILCAP study, “Inter-Island Communications.”

KJ-600. A probable prototype aircraft carrier-based AEW&C aircraft, dubbed KJ-600, was spotted in commercial satellite imagery at an airfield in Xi’an, China in August 2020.20 Chinese aviation enthusiasts speculated for years about a smaller twin-engine version of the KJ-500 that could operate from Chinese aircraft carriers. Artist renderings of the KJ-600 look very similar to the US Navy E-2D Hawkeye AEW&C aircraft. Speculation about the KJ-600 has been fueled by the appearance of a mock-up of an AEW&C aircraft that appeared atop a building in Wuhan, China in 2017 (see Figure 9).21 The roof of the 701st Research Institute building is fashioned into an aircraft carrier flight deck, presumably for training and experimentation.22 A carrier-based AEW&C aircraft would have to operate from a future Chinese aircraft carrier with catapults that could launch the relatively heavy aircraft. China’s current generation aircraft carriers rely on ski jump ramps to assist launching jet aircraft. Until aircraft carriers with catapults are available, the SCS island-reef airfields are excellent forward-deployed airfields from which either PLANAF KJ-500 or a future KJ-600 may operate in support of PLA Navy aircraft carrier operations in the southern reaches of the SCS.


Anti-Submarine Warfare / Maritime Patrol

The Y-8X MARPAT aircraft began operations with the PLANAF in the mid-1980s. The Y-8X was among the first PLANAF special mission aircraft and still conducted overwater operations in the early 2010s (see Figure 10).23 The PLANAF's small inventory of Y-8X aircraft has likely been replaced by larger numbers of the new KQ-200/Y-9Q.
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KQ-200. The KQ-200, also known as the Y-9Q or GX-6, is the PLANAF’s ASW/MARPAT aircraft. There are no indications the KQ-200 is in service with the PLAAF. The PLANAF received its first KQ-200 in 2015. “KQ” stands for “空潜” (kōng qián), denoting “air-submarine,” highlighting the KQ-200’s anti-submarine role. KQ-200 deployments to the Southern Theater, specifically the PLANAF’s Lingshui airfield, were noted in commercial imagery in 2017. By mid-2020, the Qionghai-Bo’ao civil-military airfield on Hainan Island appeared to be a primary deployment airfield for the KQ-200. Seven KQ-200 ASW/MARPAT aircraft were noted at the Bo’ao airfield in July 2020, the most detected in commercial imagery in the PLA’s Southern Theater (see Figure 11). These ASW/MARPAT aircraft and the single KQ-200 deployed to Fiery Cross Reef in mid-2020 may include KQ-200s deployed from other theaters in support of a mid-2020 Southern Theater military exercise.

Figure 11. Seven KQ-200 at Qionghai-Bo’ao Airfield, Hainan Island, China

Figure 12 depicts the external features of the KQ-200. The primary recognition feature of the KQ-200 is its elongated tail formed by a magnetic anomaly detector (MAD) boom. MAD booms detect magnetic field variations when the aircraft flies over

25 See 7 x KQ-200H, Google Earth Pro 7.3.3.7721, (July 6, 2020) Qionghai-Bo’ao Airfield, China, 19°08’36”N 110°27’16”E. CNES/Airbus 2020.
large metallic objects, such as submerged submarines. A probable surface search radar is located under the chin of the aircraft. A camera turret for electro-optic/infra-red (EO/IR) surveillance is mounted under the fuselage.

![Image of KQ-200 ASW/MARPAT Aircraft](image)

**Figure 12. Annotated Image of KQ-200 ASW/MARPAT Aircraft**

The KQ-200 HF antennae strung from the tail are longer than HF antennae on the KJ-500 and Y-9JB and are therefore capable of transmitting and receiving at lower frequencies. At least nineteen VHF/UHF blade antennae are located above and below the fuselage for voice communications or data links. Some of these blade antennae are likely used to communicate with sonobuoys dropped from the aircraft to acoustically track submarines. Blade antennae could also be used for ELINT or signal direction finding. However, it appears that ELINT functionality has largely been incorporated into PLANAF’s Y-9JB discussed in the next section. Doors on the left and right side of the KQ-200 open to reveal an internal weapons bay for torpedoes and depth charges. The KQ-200 is purported to carry anti-ship cruise missiles, either internally or on wing-mounted hard points, but this has not been confirmed.28

---


Figure 13 depicts calculated radar coverage for one KJ-500 AEW&C aircraft flying at 25,000 feet and two KQ-200 ASW/MARPAT aircraft flying at 10,000 feet. Depending on signal strength, SIGINT/ELINT LOS collection ranges for the KJ-500 or Y-9JB (described in the next section) are identical to radar coverage ranges.

Figure 13. Line-of-Sight Radar Coverage from KJ-500 and KQ-200 Aircraft
Electronic Warfare/Electronic Intelligence

Passive electronic warfare (EW) capabilities are found in SIGINT and ELINT special mission aircraft, sometimes called electronic support measures (ESM) aircraft. These reconnaissance aircraft detect, intercept, identify, and locate electromagnetic signals of interest. The Y-8JB ELINT collection aircraft was reportedly the second project in the “high-tech” (Gaoxin) series, dubbed the GX-2. This PLANAF special mission aircraft was still conducting overwater operations in the early 2010s (see Figure 14). The Y-8JB has been replaced by the Y-9JB in both the PLAAF and PLANAF.

Figure 14. Y-8JB ELINT Aircraft

Y-9JB. Little official information is available about the Y-9JB SIGINT/ELINT aircraft compared to that acknowledged by the PLA about the KJ-500 and KQ-200. Chinese state media only refer to the Y-9JB as a “technical reconnaissance aircraft” (技术侦察机). The Y-9JB has been dubbed the GX-8, but the aircraft’s PLA system designator has not been revealed. In late 2019, the Y-9JB was sighted with a new paint scheme alleviating any questions about this aircraft’s affiliation. “China Navy” (中国海军) and the PLA Navy flag appears prominently on the forward fuselage (see Figure 15).

Figure 15 depicts the external characteristics of the Y-9JB. The aircraft has a number of features that appear identical to the KJ-500, including wing-tip and tail-mounted ESM antennae, probable ELINT arrays on the rear fuselage, and HF antennae strung from the tail. An EO/IR turret is also positioned under the fuselage in the same

---

location as the KQ-200. The Y-9JB dorsal-mounted SATCOM radome and the bulbous nose cone are the most readily identifiable features of this aircraft in commercial satellite images. There is speculation that the nose cone of the Y-9JB houses a SAR.\textsuperscript{32} A chin-mounted radome that appears identical to a radome on the KJ-200 may house an active surface-search radar.\textsuperscript{33} The Y-9JB may use these active radar systems to cross-check passive SIGINT/ELINT collection with active radar contacts in some circumstances.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{annotated_image.png}
\caption{Annotated Image of Y-9JB SIGINT/ELINT Aircraft}
\end{figure}

The Y-9JB features what is probably another pair of ELINT antennae on either side of the forward fuselage. There is a possibility these fairings house a SAR that works in conjunction with the nose-mounted SAR. A field of seven blade antennae arrayed over the wings and toward the front of the aircraft may have a communications intelligence (COMINT) function. What appears to be a seven-blade interferometer is
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also mounted on the underside of the fuselage. This circular array of antennae uses differences in angle of arrival to determine the bearing to an electromagnetic signal. The Y-9JB has half the number of VHF/UHF blade antennae as the KJ-500 or KQ-200. This indicates that the Y-9JB’s mission may be limited to surveillance and data collection without an explicit command and control function like the other two special mission aircraft.

Electronic Warfare/Electronic Attack

SIGINT/ELINT aircraft attempt to control the electromagnetic spectrum through passive collection and targeting. In contrast, electronic attack (EA) aircraft represent corresponding active measures to deny use of the electromagnetic spectrum to an adversary. EA necessarily involves detection and localization of signals either from an aircraft like the Y-9JB or from an EA aircraft itself. EA takes the form of noise/barrage jamming that overwhelms targeted receivers and deceptive jamming where radar or communications receivers are deceived or spoofed, confusing the adversary receiver or creating false targets. As of mid-2020, the PLA Navy does not appear to have any purpose-built EA special mission aircraft. EA special mission aircraft are flown only by the PLAAF. PLAAF EA aircraft may still deploy to the island-reef airfields to increase responsiveness and on-station time in the SCS, especially in the context of a military conflict.

PLAAF EA aircraft include the Y-8G and its recently identified follow-on, the Y-9G. Chinese aviation enthusiasts sometimes refer to the Y-8G as “mumps” because of the antenna housings that protrude from the left and right sides of the forward fuselage (see Figure 16). Given their size, the Y-8G and Y-9G likely generate substantial electronic interference across a broad frequency range.

---

35 “中国电子对抗重要作战力量首揭面纱” [China’s Important Electronic Confrontation Combat Force Revealed], CCTV, October 5, 2019, http://news.cctv.com/2019/10/05/ARTInw0VjIastAm7wO5nAUOH191005.shtml. See also, “阅兵训练场的故事” [Story of the Military Parade Training Ground], CCTV News Client (video), October 5, 2019, http://m.news.cctv.com/2019/10/05/ARTIRpLgOpLaW5kbbZROqyV191005.shtml
PLAAF EW/EA aircraft like the Y-8G escorted PLAAF H-6 bombers conducting simulated operations over the East China Sea and Philippine Sea.\(^{37}\) In the absence of dedicated PLANAF EW/EA aircraft, PLA Navy aircraft have been equipped with electronic countermeasure (ECM) pods that are carried on PLANAF H-6G bombers or JH-7 fighter-bombers (see Figure 17).\(^{38}\) The large jamming pods noted in Internet images on the H-6G apparently provide more than just a self-protection jamming capability.\(^{39}\) The PLANAF H-6G jamming pods reportedly provide EA capabilities similar to those of other, large EW special mission aircraft. H-6G with ECM pods may deploy to the SCS outposts to provide the PLANAF with a stand-off EA capability.


Unmanned Systems

The Chinese defense industry is offering a variety of unmanned systems for ISR and strike missions both for domestic use and international exports. Currently, the PLA’s actual integration of unmanned systems appears somewhat limited. Medium-altitude, long-endurance (MALE) UAVs, similar in size and capabilities to US Predator drones, have been in use by the PLA since at least 2010. High-altitude, long-endurance (HALE) UAVs began operating with the PLA more recently.

The PLA Navy is actively experimenting with unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) and unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs), but neither are known to be operational with PLA forces as of mid-2020. However, Chinese research and investment in unmanned technology portends a marked increase in the use of these systems in the coming years.

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles

The PLA operates a number of UAVs, ranging from small tactical UAVs to MALE UAVs to HALE UAVs. While virtually any PLA UAV could operate from China’s SCS airfields, PLA Navy UAVs are the most likely to operate from the SCS outposts. Long-endurance UAVs can range the entire SCS from mainland China or Hainan Island airfields. However, most UAVs fly at relatively slow speeds. Operating long-endurance UAVs from the PLA’s SCS outposts maximizes responsiveness and on-station time and allows the PLA to maintain LOS communications for more reliable control. As of mid-2020, UAV deployments to island-reef airfields at Fiery Cross, Subi, and Mischief Reefs had not been observed in commercial satellite imagery.

Several PLA UAVs can carry missiles for armed strike missions. However, in keeping with the PLA’s informationized warfare operational concepts, UAVs launched from the SCS island-reef airfields more likely will be used for persistent, long-range ISR, especially in peacetime or the early stages of a conflict. Additionally, if satellite or other long-haul communications are lost, UAVs can establish an “airborne layer,” acting as relays to reestablish communications links among the PLA’s SCS outposts and with PLA Navy ships operating nearby.

---
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**BZK-005 (Chang Ying) MALE UAV.** The PLAAF and PLANAF have been operating the BZK-005 UAV since 2010. PLANAF BZK-005s routinely conduct overwater surveillance operations (see Figure 18). In 2016, at least one BZK-005 deployed to Woody Island in the northern SCS. This type of UAV is a likely candidate for deployment to the PLA Spratly Island outposts.

The BZK-005 is also known as the Chang Ying (长鹰) or “Long Eagle.” This MALE UAV can purportedly operate for 40 hours at altitudes up to 7,000 meters (~23,000 feet). BZK-005 payloads may include a combination of EO/IR cameras, a SAR, an ELINT array, or a communications relay package. The BZK-005 UAV can be controlled through a LOS data link or SATCOM. This UAV can carry two air-to-surface weapons on hard-points under the fuselage for strikes against land targets. A maritime strike capability has not yet been observed.

![Figure 18. BZK-005 Over the East China Sea](image)

**“Predator-Class” MALE UAV/UCAV.** Chinese defense companies produce a number of UAVs that are similar in appearance and performance to the US RQ-1 Predator ISR UAV or the weaponized MQ-9 Reaper unmanned combat aerial vehicle (UCAV). These Chinese UAVs/UCAVs all employ push-propellers and can be configured with air-to-surface weapons, EO/IR cameras, and SAR, as well as ELINT, EA, and communications relay packages. Like the BZK-005, these UAVs/UCAVs can be controlled through a LOS data link or SATCOM. This class of UAVs/UCAVs contains likely candidates for deployment to the SCS island-reefs in an ISR or strike role.

---


Since at least 2010, the PLAAF has been operating MALE UCAVs like the GJ-1 and GJ-2 made by the Aviation Industry Corporation of China (AVIC). “GJ” stands for “攻击” (gōngjī), or “attack.” The export variant of these UAVs/UCAVs are the Wing Loong I and Wing Loong II, sometimes called the “翼龙” (yìlóng), meaning “pterodactyl.” China exported Wing Loong-series UCAVs throughout Central, South, and Southwest Asia.45 A variant of the Wing Loong I, the Wing Loong I-D, was introduced in 2016 with an improved wing design that significantly increases performance. The slightly larger GJ-2/Wing Loong II was also introduced in 2016 (see Figure 19).

The GJ-/Wing Loong-series UCAV can carry a wide variety of relatively light air-to-surface weapons for land attack. The larger GJ-2 and the Wing Loong-1D can also carry the YJ-9E anti-ship missile that can deliver a 30-kilogram (66-pound) warhead at ranges up to 25 kilometers (13.5 nautical miles) (see Figure 20). The YJ-9E warhead is large enough to sink smaller boats, but it probably is not large enough to substantially damage or destroy larger naval combatants.

The China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC) also produces CH-series UCAVs that are Predator-type drones. “CH” stands for “彩虹” (cǎihóng) or “rainbow.” There is some evidence the PLAAF operates the CH-4, but China’s

45 The Wing Loong I UAV was reportedly exported to Egypt, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Serbia, Turkmenistan, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE). The Wing Loong II UAV was exported to the UAE. See Gettinger, The Drone Databook.
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CH-series of UAVs have primarily been exported to South and Southwest Asia, as well as Africa.⁴⁶ In mid-2020, CASC announced a maritime version of the CH-5 UCAV (see Figure 21). This MALE UCAV is reportedly hardened against high temperatures, high humidity, and salt-air environments.⁴⁷ The maritime CH-5 as described by Chinese state media is ideally suited for future deployments to the PLA’s SCS outposts. Performance parameters for select MALE UAVs/UCAVs appear in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UAV UCAV</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Wingspan</th>
<th>External Payload</th>
<th>Hard-points</th>
<th>Max Speed</th>
<th>Max Ceiling</th>
<th>Endurance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BZK-005</td>
<td>10.4 m (34 ft)</td>
<td>18 m (59 ft)</td>
<td>150 kg (330 lb)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>210 km/hr (113 kt)</td>
<td>8,000 m (26,000 ft)</td>
<td>40 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ-1 Wing Loong I</td>
<td>9 m (30 ft)</td>
<td>14 m (46 ft)</td>
<td>200 kg (441 lb)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>280 km/hr (151 kt)</td>
<td>7,000 m (23,000 ft)</td>
<td>20 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wing Loong I-D</td>
<td>8.7 m (29 ft)</td>
<td>17.6 m (58 ft)</td>
<td>400 kg (882 lb)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>280 km/hr (151 kt)</td>
<td>7,500 m (24,600 ft)</td>
<td>35 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GJ-2 Wing Loong II</td>
<td>10.8 m (35 ft)</td>
<td>20.7 m (68 ft)</td>
<td>480 kg (1058 lb)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>370 km/hr (200 kt)</td>
<td>9,000 m (29,500 ft)</td>
<td>20 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CH-5</td>
<td>11.3 m (37 ft)</td>
<td>21 m (69 ft)</td>
<td>480 kg (1058 lb)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>300 km/hr (162 kt)</td>
<td>8,300 m (25,000 ft)</td>
<td>35 hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

⁴⁶ The CH-3 and CH-4 have been exported to Algeria, Egypt, Ethiopia, Indonesia, Iraq, Jordan, Myanmar, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Turkmenistan, UAE and Zambia. See Gettinger, The Drone Databook.
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Figure 21. CH-5 UCAV

**Xianglong HALE UAV.** The PLA began operating the Xianglong (翔龙), or “Soaring Dragon,” HALE UAV in 2017. While this high-altitude UAV is in service with the PLAAF, it is not clear whether the Xianglong has been acquired by the PLANAF. A Xianglong UAV appears to have participated in a joint air force-navy exercise, but there is no other evidence that the PLANAF operates this UAV as of mid-2020.

The Xianglong HALE UAV appears to be used exclusively for ISR or communications relay and does not carry weapons. This UAV has a unique, joined tandem wing design and may incorporate low-observable stealth technologies. 49 The Xianglong has been touted as similar to the US RQ-4 Global Hawk UAV. However, while the Xianglong's fuselage is roughly the same size, the Global Hawk can carry a 1,360-kilogram (3,000-pound) payload for more than 34 hours. 50 The Xianglong has half the payload capacity—650 kilograms (1,433 pounds)—and less than one-third the endurance, a relatively short 10 hours. A Xianglong UAV operating over Fiery Cross Reef at its maximum altitude of 18,000 meters (59,000 feet) provides surface coverage for most of the southern SCS (see Figure 22).

---

49 The Xianglong's designation is unclear. It has been called the EA-03 but also has been referred to as the WZ-7 or WZ-9. “WZ” (wu zhen) means “no detection” and is a designator typically given to stealthy UAVs.

In 2018, commercial imagery spotted Xianglong UAVs deployed to three different Chinese airfields on the Sino-Indian border, the North Korean border, and at a PLANAF airfield on Hainan Island. The 2018 deployment to Hainan’s Lingshui airfield reportedly involved PLANAF trials integrating the Xianglong UAV with a PLANAF KJ-500 AEW&C aircraft, a KQ-200 ASW/MARPAT aircraft, and a Y-9JB SIGINT/ELINT aircraft. This activity was apparently part of an ISR and targeting exercise involving the Southern Theater PLANAF special mission aircraft division.

---

Future UAVs. Chinese defense companies have an exceedingly wide array of UAVs in development or available for export that may eventually be acquired by the PLA and deployed to the SCS island-reefs. These include experimental designs such as the Chinese Electronic Technology Group Corporation (CETC) JY-300 “flying radar,” featuring a fuselage conformal SAR. Helicopter drone designs include AVIC’s AV500W UCAV with a claimed 8-hour endurance and 100 kilometer (54 nautical mile) LOS control radius (see Figure 23). The PLA Navy previously operated a much shorter range drone, the Austrian-built S-100 helicopter UAV, from its ships (see Figure 24).53
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The GJ-11 Sharp Sword UCAV was unveiled in China’s 2019 National Day parade.\(^5\) The flying wing design of the GJ-11 appears very similar to the US Navy X-47B UCAV. As of mid-2020, there were no indications the GJ-11 UCAV was operational with the PLAAF or PLANAF. Future operations of armed, unmanned aircraft, such as the GJ-11, from China’s SCS bases are likely several years away.

Aerostats

Aerostats are a reliable and relatively inexpensive way to elevate communications equipment and ISR sensors to extend ranges well beyond the surface horizon. In November 2019, commercial satellite imagery noted a tethered aerostat flying over Mischief Reef.\(^5\) The CETC aerostat in Figure 25 is described as a “Low-Altitude Remote Sensing Data Acquisition and Processing System.” Whether incorporated into routine operations or deployed to the island-reefs to compensate for damage inflicted on the outposts, aerostats or balloons could perpetually stay aloft over China’s SCS island-reefs to extend ISR ranges and relay communications among the island-reefs and surface ships.

\(\text{JHU/APL Photo}\)

**Figure 25. CETC Aerostat**


Unmanned Surface Vehicles

Chinese defense research institutes and shipbuilders are actively experimenting with USVs and self-controlled autonomous surface vessels (ASVs). Chinese state-owned enterprises and private companies promote a variety of USVs and ASVs in different shapes and sizes for military use, environmental monitoring, and civilian security surveillance. Foreign and domestic arms shows market a wide range of Chinese USVs for export. As of mid-2020, however, there were no indications the PLA incorporated combat USVs into its operational forces.

A division of the China Shipbuilding Industry Corporation (CSIC), the Jiangsu Automation Research Institute (JARI), also known as the CSIC 716th Research Institute (RI), introduced an armed USV called the JARI. The patrol-craft-size JARI is 15 meters (49 feet) in length, displacing around 20 tons (see Figure 26). In August 2019, the 716th RI reportedly launched a JARI USV, declaring that the unmanned ship was “combat ready.”56 While a statement from CSIC indicated that the USV would undergo testing to conduct autonomous operations and coordinated USV swarming, there are no outward indications that these experiments will lead to the PLA Navy adopting this particular USV.

![Figure 26. JARI USV](JHU/APL Photo)

---

Smaller unmanned or autonomous craft, such as wave gliders, may already be operating from the PLA’s SCS bases. Wave gliders use wave power and solar energy to propel themselves through waters at slow speeds on extended patrols, usually to collect environmental data. Wave gliders could also be configured to conduct persistent ISR such as acoustic or ELINT collection.

Unmanned Underwater Vehicles

As with USVs, Chinese research institutes are actively experimenting with UUV and autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) technology. To date, most of this experimentation appears to be directed at matching capabilities with Western UUV/AUV technology. Underwater robotic testing focused on deployments over long ranges, months-long endurance, and operations to the deepest depths of the ocean.57

While there are reports of PLA involvement in UUV/AUV research, there are few publicly available indications that the PLA incorporated UUVs or AUVs into its combat force structure as of mid-2020. As with USVs, the PLA is likely operating UUVs to collect underwater environmental data and hydro-acoustic data to enhance sonar operation. To date, there have been no indications that UUVs operated from China’s SCS bases, but that is likely to change in the near future.

The PLA unexpectedly introduced what may be a large-displacement UUV (LDUUV), the HSU001, in China’s 2019 National Day parade.58 The HSU001 is similar in size and appearance to the US Navy’s Snakehead LDUUV, which is a submarine-launched, long-endurance UUV.59 Other than the HSU001 appearance in the parade, there are no other publicly available indications this UUV is currently operational with the PLA Navy. There is little solid information about the HSU001’s origins, missions, or capabilities. The UUV may have been developed at the Harbin Institute of Technology, a university located among a cluster of Chinese research institutes in China’s northern Shenyang region that focus on underwater robotics.60 Based on the HSU001’s
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similarity to the Snakehead LDUUV, there is speculation that this Chinese UUV is optimized for long-range ISR, infiltration, or mine-countermeasures missions.61

Chinese claims of technological advancement using underwater drones are often exaggerated or misinterpreted by media.62 The Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS) touted “cluster observations” (集群观测) by twelve “Sea Wing” (海翼) underwater gliders gathering undersea environmental data.63 While one might assume that these were autonomous operations coordinated in real time, there are no indications that the Chinese “cluster observations” involved UUVs communicating with each other, operating collaboratively, or exchanging data. These experiments were most likely simply clusters of UUVs operating independently on predetermined routes in predetermined areas to cover large ocean areas.

Conclusions

The Chinese-held island-reef bases offer the PLA both increased range and flight time to conduct manned and unmanned surveillance. Figure 27 depicts how the location of China’s SCS airfields translates into range and on-station time for aircraft and UAVs. Platform endurance is given as 80–100 percent of advertised maximum endurance.

A Y-9 special mission aircraft with a cruising speed of 550 kilometers per hour (297 knots) can operate for 5–8 hours up to 750 kilometers (400 nautical miles) from the PLA SCS outposts in areas that may include the Sulu Sea. Y-9s can patrol for 3–5 hours at the far reaches of the SCS and in the Gulf of Thailand or the Celebes Sea. From SCS airfields, a Y-9 with an operational range of 5,000 kilometers (2,700 nautical miles) can circumnavigate the island of Borneo, surveilling the southern approaches to the SCS from the Strait of Malacca to the Java, Celebes, and Sulu Seas. Such patrols would not be possible from Chinese mainland airfields that add an additional 2,000 kilometers (1,080 nautical miles) to the flight.

Engineering University, a PLA affiliated research university and the CAS Shenyang Institute of Automation, both of which have established UUV development programs.

---


63 Shenyang Institute of Automation, “‘海翼’水下滑翔机完成印度洋集群观测应用” ['Sea Wing’ Underwater Glider Completes Indian Ocean Cluster Observation Application], 中国科学院 [Chinese Academy of Sciences], March 16, 2020, http://www.cas.cn/zkyzs/2020/03/241/yxdt/202003/t20200317_4737887.shtml
Similarly, UAV and UCAV flights originating from SCS island-reef airfields benefit in terms of range and on-station time. While maximum speeds are given in Table 2 of the earlier UAV section, propeller-driven UAVs realize ultra-long endurance times through relatively slow, efficient cruising speeds around 150 kilometers per hour (81 knots). Using this speed for calculations, a MALE UAV/UCAV like the BZK-005 or Wing Loong I-D can operate up to 750 kilometers (400 nautical miles) from the PLA SCS outposts for 18–28 hours and 10–18 hours at twice that range. A UCAV like the PLA’s G-2 at cruising speed has a round-trip reach out to 1,500 kilometers (810 nautical miles), allowing it to range the Gulf of Thailand, Strait of Malacca, or Celebes Sea from China’s SCS outposts.

Figure 27. Y-9 Special Mission Aircraft and UAV/UCAV Ranges

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Y-9 AEW&amp;C, ISR and ASW/MARPAT</th>
<th>BZK-005</th>
<th>G-2</th>
<th>Xianglong</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y-9</td>
<td>5-8 hrs</td>
<td>18-28 hrs</td>
<td>8-10 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BZK-005</td>
<td>3-5 hrs</td>
<td>10-18 hrs</td>
<td>8-10 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-2</td>
<td>8-10 hrs</td>
<td>16-20 hrs</td>
<td>8-10 hrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xianglong</td>
<td>8-10 hrs</td>
<td>16-20 hrs</td>
<td>8-10 hrs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Endurance (Time Overhead Outposts)
It is likely that UAVs and UCAVs will figure prominently into future PLA operations from their SCS island-reef bases. The relatively remote location of China’s SCS island-reef airfields combined with airfield infrastructure, hangers, long runways, and communications capabilities make the PLA outposts ideally suited for future UAV/UCAV experimentation and operations, including integration exercises with manned aircraft and large naval formations. China’s SCS outposts provide fuel and logistics, as well as LOS communications, allowing the PLA to control and operate unmanned systems deep in the SCS even in a SATCOM-denied environment. A number of Chinese logistics UAVs are also in development that could be used to routinely deliver cargo to the remote SCS island-reefs.

Special mission aircraft and unmanned systems deployed to China’s SCS island-reefs will be important information-control elements employed in conjunction with other island-reef and ship-based information power capabilities. As the PLA began its large-scale roll-out of different Y-9 special mission aircraft in 2018, a Chinese state television profile made a bold claim. With aircraft like the KJ-500, “the air force can increase air defense efficiency by 15 to 30 times, increase the number of enemy aircraft intercepted and shot down by 35 to 150 percent, and reduce the number of enemy aircraft attacks on rear areas by more than half.”

PLA investments in a diverse array of special mission aircraft and unmanned systems demonstrates a Chinese informationized warfare strategy that emphasizes battlespace information control. These examples of flexible C3 and ISR capabilities represent layers of active and passive systems—redundancies that enable the PLA’s information-centric operational concepts. These capabilities will be synchronized with PLA land-based and ship-based information power capabilities to create a complex, integrated command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR) system of systems. Countering this complex Chinese C4ISR system of systems will require an opposing integrated system of systems approach that integrates both kinetic and non-kinetic means to deny the PLA its designs to gain and maintain battlespace information superiority.

---

64 “运－9到底有多厉害？” [How Powerful is the Y-9?], CCTV.com.
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Appendix A. Sources and Methods

Observations and analysis of the Chinese SCS outposts in these MILCAP studies rely on commercial satellite imagery licensed to JHU/APL and collected by the Maxar/DigitalGlobe Inc. WorldView-3 satellite (see Table 2). WorldView-3 can collect images up to 30-centimeters resolution, which translates to image quality between 5.0 and 6.0 on the National Imagery Interpretation Rating Scale (NIIRS). For these studies, software like Google Earth Pro and Adobe Photoshop were used to interpret imagery, measure features, and adjust image color and balance. These images were not subject to any special processing or proprietary enhancements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Island-Reef</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>DigitalGlobe Image ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiery Cross Reef</td>
<td>09°33′00″ N, 112°53′25″ E</td>
<td>June 14, 2018</td>
<td>104001003C49BB00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subi Reef</td>
<td>10°55′22″ N, 114°05′04″ E</td>
<td>June 19, 2018</td>
<td>104001003E841300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mischief Reef</td>
<td>09°54′10″ N, 115°32′13″ E</td>
<td>June 19, 2018</td>
<td>104001003D964F00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reference images published in these studies cover hundreds of square meters, which necessarily obscures many specific features used in making assessments. Zoomed-in examples of details available in these satellite images are shown in Figure 28. The dots made up of only a few pixels in Figure 28(A) cannot be readily identified. However, their location on the basketball court leads to a conclusion that these may be personnel. As shown in Figure 28(B), observing shadows and other features may reveal structures such as a common HF dipole antennae, even if the fine-gauge wires cannot be seen in the image. Shadow length may be translated into object height using satellite image metadata and simple trigonometry. Figure 28(C) is an example that indicates the likely connection between two widely separated troposcatter terminals based on antenna pointing angles. Figure 28(D) demonstrates that positive identification of detailed features may be possible with a much higher quality reference image. The PLA Navy Type 056 corvette in the satellite image may be an anti-submarine warfare variant (Type 056A) based on the light colored feature seen where the door for a towed sonar array should be located.


Publicly accessible satellite imagery, available on Google Earth or from organizations like the Asia Maritime Transparency Initiative, provides historical images that may show changes to island-reef features over time. Official or semi-official Chinese sources discussing military capabilities on the SCS outposts complement imagery analysis and help qualify imagery observations. Where appropriate, these studies also reference secondary sources such as credible media reporting on China's SCS island-reefs or public U.S. government statements about PLA capabilities in the SCS.
Appendix B. South China Sea Maritime Territorial Claims

Figure 29. South China Sea Maritime Territorial Claims
Appendix C. Island-Reef Capabilities Overview Graphics

Figure 30. Fiery Cross Reef Overview

(Image © 2020 Maxar/DigitalGlobe, Inc.)
Figure 31. Subi Reef Overview
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Figure 32. Mischief Reef Overview

(Image © 2020 Maxar/DigitalGlobe, Inc.)
Appendix D. Definitions and Abbreviations

**AIS**—Automatic identification system; tracking system used by large ships

**4G LTE**—Fourth-generation long-term evolution; cellular communications

**ASCM**—Anti-ship cruise missile

**C4**—Command, control, communications, and computers. Sometimes rendered C3, dropping “computers” or C2, “command and control”

**C4ISR**—Command, control, communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance. Sometimes C5ISR or C5ISRT, including “cyber” and “targeting”

**CCD**—Camouflage, concealment, and deception

**ELINT**—Electronic intelligence

**EMS**—Electromagnetic spectrum; common frequency bands are shown in Table 3

### Table 4. Radio and Radar Frequency Bands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITU Radio Bands</th>
<th>Band Name</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
<th>IEEE Radar Bands</th>
<th>Frequency Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VLF</td>
<td>Very-low frequency</td>
<td>3-30 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LF</td>
<td>Low frequency</td>
<td>30-300 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF</td>
<td>Medium frequency</td>
<td>300-3000 kHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HF</td>
<td>High frequency</td>
<td>3-30 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>Very-high frequency</td>
<td>30-300 MHz</td>
<td>VHF</td>
<td>30-300 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>Ultra-high frequency</td>
<td>300-3000 MHz</td>
<td>UHF</td>
<td>300-1000 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1-2 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>2-4 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>4-8 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>8-12 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ku</td>
<td>12-18 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>K</td>
<td>18-27 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>27-40 GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHF</td>
<td>Super-high frequency</td>
<td>3-30 GHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHF</td>
<td>Extremely-high frequency</td>
<td>30-300 GHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EW—Electronic warfare

HFDF—High-frequency direction finding

Information power—信息力 (xìnxī lì)—A Chinese term referring to the capability of a military force to achieve information superiority, ensuring the use of information for friendly forces while simultaneously denying its use to adversary forces

Informationized warfare—信息化作战 (xìnxī huà zuòzhàn)—The prevailing “form of war” (战争形态, zhànzhēng xíngtài) in Chinese military theory

Island-reef—岛礁 (dǎo jiāo)—A Chinese term for an islet or an island of sand that has built up on a reef. China’s military outposts in the Spratly Island group were formerly rocks or high-tide features that do not have the international legal status of island that might otherwise define territorial waters or an exclusive economic zone

ISR—Intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance

PLA—People’s Liberation Army; Refers to the entire Chinese military

PLAAF—People’s Liberation Army Air Force

PLAN—People’s Liberation Army Navy

PLANAF—People’s Liberation Army Navy Air Force

PNT—Positioning, navigation, and timing

SATCOM—Satellite communications

SAM—Surface-to-air missile

SCS—South China Sea

SoS—System-of-systems

Southern Theater—One of five PLA theater commands created in the 2016 Chinese military reorganization. Area of responsibility includes southern China, Hainan Island, the SCS, and Paracel and Spratly island-reef bases

SSF—PLA Strategic Support Force

SSM—Surface-to-surface missile

Troposcatter—Troposcatter or tropospheric communications are microwave signals, generally above five hundred megahertz, scattered by dust and water vapor in the atmosphere, allowing for over-the-horizon communication links

UAV—Unmanned aerial vehicle

USV—Unmanned surface vehicle

UUV—Unmanned underwater vehicle
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